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School of Hope transferred 
to Madison public schools 
BY BHAKAI.KK MMMT 
Staff Writer 
The School of HOPE class for mentally 
retarded children of Madison Coun(> 
which was previously housed in 
Eastern's Wallace Building has recently 
been moved to the public schools. 
The location of the classes was 
changed due to Kentucky law changes 
made by the 1974 Kentucky Legislature 
According to Dr. Nancy Riffe, vice- 
president of the Madison County 
Association for Retarded Children 
(MARCi. and professor of the English 
department, Kenlucky law has been 
changed so thai public schools must 
provide for every school-aged child (6-16 
years) Riffe explained that this includes 
providing for the exceptional children of 
school age. 
Riffe added that public schools may 
choose to receive stale funds so that they 
may have classes for exceptional 
children ages 0-21. 
Riffe said that as a result of the Ken- 
tucky law changes two School of HOPE 
classes have been moved into the public 
schools. Riffe explained that the two 
classes that were moved included the 
class for young retarded children which 
was held in (he Wallace Building at 
Eastern and the class for intermediate- 
aged retarded children which was held in 
the Weslside Baptist Church in Berea. 
"Two classes of .the School of Hope 
are still beini? sponsored by 
MARC. They include a class for men- 
tally retarded adults held at the Telford 
Center, Richmond and a class for the 
profoundly retarded of all ages held at 
the Westside Baptist Church in Berea," 
said Riffe. 
Riffe expressed appreciation for the 
help Eastern campus groups have given 
lo the Madison County Association for 
Retarded Children. Riffe said, "People 
Who Care and the Student Council for 
Exceptional Children have done may 
types of volunteer work for the 
organization. 
"Panhellenic and the Inter- 
fraternity Council have in the past had 
yearly candle sells to help raise funds for 
MARC Also, Beta Theta Pi Fraternity 
has sponsored a bike-hike and donated 
the money made to MARC. 
"The special   education  department 
has had students help with the School 
of Hope classes when (hey were 
in the Wallace Building. They are now 
planning to form special education teams 
lo work with the exceptional children in 
Ihe public schools " 
Riffe also expressed appreciation lo 
Eastern Kentucky University for prov- 
viding MARC with rent-free 
space to hold its School of HOPE 
classes when they were in the Wallace 
Building. 
According to Riffe, there are three 
classes lhat Ihe public schools are now 
providing for retarded children. "The 
Classes provide instruction for ap- 
proximately 30 mentally retarded 
children and each class is taught by a 
teacher and teacher's aid,'' Riffe said. 
Riffe added that MARC is helping with 
the classes by providing some children 
with transportation lo Ihe classes. 
Ford leaves 
Governorship 
for U.S. Senate 
Governor Wendell H. Ford will leave 
his posl in Frankfort and take the U.S. 
Senate seat after defeating incumbent 
Republican Marlow Cook and William 
Parker of the American Party in 
Tuesday's general election. 
Ford won by a margin of about 71,000 
votes. With 98 per cent of the votes 
counted, Ford drew 389,588, followed by 
Cook with 316,878 votes. Parker with 
17,401. 
With the Democratic party's victory, 
both of Kentucky s seats in the Senate 
will be filled by Democrats. Senator 
Walter Huddleston is currently serving in 
the U.S. Sentate. 
In the state' s five Congressional 
races, theincumbentswereallre-elected. 
The four Democrats and one Republican 
were easy victors in their respective 
districts. 
Voter turnout was relatively light, with 
less than two-thirds of Kentucky's 
1,473,228 registered voters casting 
ballets. 
Buzzing the Queen 
Sherry Moore, a senior from Portsmouth, Ohio, receives a traditional 
Homecoming Kiss from President Robert R. Martin during the coronation ac- 
tivities last Saturday. Sherry is a 21 year old Nursing major, is escorted by Army 
Cadet Doug Black of Louisville, and was sponsored by Ihe Association of Ihe 
United Slates Army. Chosen as first runner-up was Connie Kane, a 21 year old 
senior from Flemingsburg.Connie Kane is a Dietetics major sponsored in Ihe 
contest by Delia Upsilon. Junior Michal Holems, was awarded Ihe title of second 
runner-up.  as  Ihe  candidate  for  Telford  Hall. 
As Political Science speaker 
Representative Hopkins discusses lawsuit 
BYMARLARIDENOUR 
Staff Writer 
Kentucky's   78th   District   Represen- 
tative, Larry  Hopkins was the guest 
speaker   for   Political   Science   332 
(Government of Kentucky) at Eastern 
on Oct. 29th. 
In his speech, which was taped at the 
University. Television Studio for later 
use, Hopkins tried to make his listeners 
aware of flaws in the system which let 
several valuable bills die. One such bill 
was concerned with creating small 
claims courts, where for a $2.00 filing fee, 
a citizen could have his "day in court" 
and a chance to voice his complaints. 
Hopkins felt that this bill would have 
helped a large number of people bysaving 
them large legal fees and settling small 
disputes. 
An example the Representative gave 
on how the bill worked was (hat a man 
had paid $50 to have his car repaired, but 
found out two days later that the problem 
was not corrected. 
Upon confrontation of the mechanic, he 
refused to do anything about the 
problem. If an attorney was called in this 
would cost the man $125 to $150 in legal 
fees. It could also work in reverse for the 
car mechanic if the situation arose where 
the man stopped payment on the $50 
check he had given him for the repair. 
For $2, either complaint could be voiced 
before a judge in a small claims court. 
This bill was passed by the House and 
Senate, but was vetoed by Governor 
Ford. 
Another bill which didn't pass revealed 
the frustrations legislators feel when 
politics is used for personal gain. In 1974 
it was proposed that a Ky. Bureau on 
Aging be created, to help solve the 
problems of this growing number of 
persons. 
The age group over 65 is the fastest 
growing' segment of the population, in 
Ky. they make up 10.5 percent of the 
total, while there are 13,000 people in the 
U.S. over 100 years of age. This bill was 
heavily backed by Arthur Kling of 
Louisville and Jack Reeves of Lexington. 
According to Rep. Hopkins, Reeves 
pulled off his support at the last minute 
and was later appointed as Ombudsman 
of the Dept. of Human Resources. Kling 
later thanked Hopkins for his interest in 
the bill, but Hopkins was infuriated at the 
actions of these men. 
One bill which did pass was House Bill 
52, which will go into effect with drivers' 
licenses which are renewed in 1975. 
Beginning at lhat time, drivers' licenses 
will have a section where the driver can 
donate an anotomical gift, one's eyes, 
kidney, etc., to someone who needs a new 
organ. This will allow a faster operation 
and save many lives. Hopkins said, 
"This will help great many people, and I 
hope everyone will consider donating, for 
I've seen Ihe endless wait for people who 
need an organ. All that has to be done is 
check the appropriate section and have 
the signature witnessed by two other 
persons." 
There has been much criticism that the 
legislature does not meet often enough. 
Hopkjns feels that "the additional $4.4 
billion cost for annual sessions would be 
of great benefit to Kentuckians. As it is 
now (he legislature meets 60 days every 2 
years. In 1974 there were 14,000 bills 
introduced. Jopkins feels that this is 
too many to handle in that short a time, 
plus taxpayers are paying the legislators 
for those days and included in those are 
10 Saturdays, plus~"Three or four 
holidays. 
From censorship accusation 
Editor Francis defends Progress 
Flecking 
Packed lightly, ihese sprinted Colonel 
supporters observe the exciting Murray 
vs. Eastern, Homecoming Football game. 
There were some  18,300 onlookers  who 
wilnessed the 30-16 victory last Saturday. 
BY DIANA TAYLOR 
Staff Writer 
Delma Francis, editor of the Progress 
Tuesday night addressed the Student 
Senate on the matter of the alleged 
censorship of this publication. She told 
the body that the '.' Progress is not 
censored, it never has been and it won't 
be as long as I'm editor. The day the 
Progress is subjected lo censorship is 
the day Ihandin my resignation." « 
Ms. Francis also said lhat the 
Progress and Student Senate were 
similar in that they were both student 
oriented organizations which were not 
perfect, but  organizations of learning. 
In response lo questions from the floor, 
Ms. Francis said that there are no set 
standards of news priority, that is, no 
written list stating the level of im- 
portance of various campus occurences 
in regard lo their inclusion in the paper. 
Rather, (he decision of whal goes in the 
paper is a mailer of ediiorialjudgment on 
Ihe part of (he manging and news editors. 
when asked about the circumstances 
which led lo the resignations of Ken 
Gulletie and T.G Moore (former 
managing and news editors respec- 
tively i. Ms. Francis said thai the conflict 
with Gulletie was a personal one. 
However. Moorejs_ resignation came, 
partially as a result of the adverse effect 
his work load on the Progress . was 
having on his grades. She stressed that 
there are "no ill feelings in their parting 
from Ihe   Progress     aj all.'" 
Ms. Francis stated that she believes 
lhat the role of the Progress is that of 
any  other  paper- to inform   the com- 
munity, and members of the staff strive 
to adhere to professional journalistic 
standards. 
During ils brief business session, the 
Student Senate voted its approval of a 
motion by David Wheeler that the body 
continue to meet on a weekly basis 
during the remainder of the academic 
year. (There had been previous 
discussion on the regularity of Senate 
meetings in accordance with lhat body's 
special rules of order). 
Also approved was a proposal by David 
Wentz that a letter be sent to the Bursar's 
Office asking for an explanation of why 
international students arre charged-in 
state tuition while United States citizens 
musi pay the higher out-of-state fees if 
they are not residents of Kentucy. 
Finally. Mike Green moved and the 
body approved that a request be made of 
the   university   administration   not    to 
purge or tamper with student  records 
(i ontinued to Page 10) 
With the time it takes to gel things 
organized at the beginning of the session, 
this cuts the number of working days 
down to almost 40. In the 1972 session a 
bill was introduced lo declare just for Ihe 
legislature, those 10 Saturdays legal 
holidays,-tacking ihem on al the end of 
the session, which would give more 
working days with no increase in cost. 
Yel this bill was defeated. No cor- 
poration in Ihe U.S. can operate meeting 
40 days every two years," Hopkins said. 
Rep. Hopkins major concern at this 
time is the preseni law suR filed against 
Gov. Wendell Ford. He explained thai the 
Ky. legislature in March made a bad 
mistake in accepting as truth the 
estimates made for the biennial budget. 
They were told that these figures were 
""conservative but accurate, yet turned out 
lo be neither. The estimate was 
ridiculously low, by $15 million this year, 
possibly $200 million for the two year 
period. "This was the largest mistake in 
Kentucky history," according to 
Hopkins. 
"To compound this mistake, the 
legislature accepted the Governor's 
provision to the budget, giving him the 
authority to spend the surplus funds in 
any way he sees fit. Ford's action was a 
Constitutional precedent, circumventing 
ihe authority of the legislative branch in 
the allocation of funds," he said 
On Sept. 6th the motion was filed in 
Franklin Circuit Court to sue the 
Governor of Ihe state on the grounds that 
his actions were unconstitutional The 
Court declared lhat they were con- 
stitutional, so the only alternative was to 
continue to the final conclusion and 
appeal to ihe Ky. Court of Appeals. 
Hopkins stated "This is not a very 
pleasant thing to be involved in Bui we 
elect a governor every 4 years, not crown 
a king. Only the legislaure can dispense 
of public funds, not the executive or 
judicial branches Many of the actions 
Continued to Page 18) 
Upward Bound Program better prepares 
Veterans for college,   job opportunities 
BY WAYNE BOBLITT 
Staff Writer 
Veterans who dropped oul of secondary 
school may prepare themselves for the 
same opportunities as secondary school 
graduates through the services of 
Veteran's Upward Bound, an Eastern 
program. 
The purposes of Veteran's Upward 
Bound (VUB) are lo prepare these 
veterans for post-secondary educational 
programs (both colleges and vocational' 
- sshools,) oVC «•-,—    them for 
jobs;*.should they decide not lo continue 
their education. 
Veteran's Upward Bound has ihree 
classrooms in Kentucky, all connected 
with Eastern. One is in Louisville, 
operated on a contract with the Louisville 
School Board. A second is in Covington. 
operand by a contract wilh Ihe Northern 
Kentucky Vocational School. A third 
classroom is here on the Eastern cam- 
pus. 
Veterans in Eastern's program may 
reside on campus. Although there is no 
tuition for the program there are room 
and board expenses. Every veteran that 
enters Ihe program is admitted as an 
student taking non-credit courses. 
The vet must complete this first phase 
before he starts receiving college credit. 
Eastern's-VUB program is the only one 
of this kind in Kentucky and is the only 
State and Veterans Administration 
approved public school system remedial 
program in Kentucky" for secondary 
school dropouts. 
' TheVUB is a national program inwhich 
Eastern's is one of five located in the 
Southeastern United States. As of Oct. 
31.   Easterns   VUB   has   placed   1,050 
veterans in post-secondary and remedial 
programs. 
Eastern's VUB has an outreach 
program, recruiting qualified veterans 
from throuhout Kntucky but will take 
qualifying students from any state, 
however. 
Heavy recruiting is done in Kentucky's 
mountains  and   metropolitan   areas. 
Almost every recruit comes from' a low- 
income family, according  to Eastern 
VUB director, Mr Thomas Sexton. 
The veteran will accept nominations » 
from the student body and friends the 
students kjtow who qualify for Veteran 
upward Bouna oenetiu. ine Vu» men 
sends the nominees information about 
the program. t 
The VUBprogram has been set 
up to run through, June    , 1976. It is a 
federal grant  program, however, and 
success could depend on federal funding. 
OMj* iEaHfrrtt Pragma 
\e»s Kditor 
Feature Editor 
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Source of confusion to freshmen 
and amusement to upperclassmen... 
'Campus Living' guide outdated 
*.* 
Although the '74-'75 "Campus 
Living" guide cover has been 
changed, the information and the 
rules included in the pamphlet 
remain the same to the confusion 
of entering freshmen and the 
amusement of upper classmen. 
According to page 11 of the 
guide, a STAN number (Student 
Telephone Account Number) is 
given to each resident hall oc- 
cupant. This information is 
incorrect. Students must go 
downtown to South Central Bell 
Telephone office on 201 South 
Third Street and fill out an ap- 
plication in order to obtain a 
STAN number. 
The confusion does  not end 
here. The book goes on to state 
on page 15 that all dormitory 
entrances are secured at 11 p.m. 
This is very strange indeed since 
the present closing hours are 12, 
p.m. weekdays and 2 a.m. on 
weekends. 
If women students were to read 
page 20, they would find that, 
according to university 
regulations, they are still 
required to obey thesign in, sign- 
out card system. This includes 
leaving the campus after 7 p.m. 
on weekdays and when they 
leave for weekends. 
Although it is true that the 
signing-in-and-out policy has 
only recently been completely 
abolished, the card system has 
not been used for quite a while. 
Reception desks provide sheets 
for students to sign only if they 
wish to leave a message for 
friends or relatives as to their 
whereabouts. 
However, the most astounding 
and alarming regulation appears 
at the end of page 20 under the 
heading "Spending Evening in 
Richmond with Other Than 
Relatives." This section states 
that women are not to spend the 
evening in Richmond "with 
other than close relatives." 
However, permission is 
"sometimes given" to students 
"upon presentation of a letter or 
a phone call from the host and, or 
hostess to the Dean of Women." 
Although the Richmond 
regulation is still on the books, it 
is no longer enforced and should 
be removed frdm the guide. 
With the self-regulated hours in 
effect for most women (except 
first semester freshmen), 
women may come and go to and 
from the residence halls with no 
questions asked. 
The "Campus Living" guide 
should be brought up to date. If 
students are expected to obey 
regulations and know what is 
going on, the university has a 
responsibility to provide them 
with the current and correct 
information. 
Students display immature behavior over weekend 
Maturity. Webster defines it 
as the state or quality of com- 
plete growth and development. 
It's a state which, unfortunately 
many Eastern students have 
failed to reach. 
It seems rather incongruous 
that the same people who con- 
stantly bemoan the fact that 
they're not treated with the 
respect due adults, behave like 
five-year-olds with the slightest 
provocation. 
Two recent examples come 
readily' to mind. The com- 
bination of Halloween last 
Thursday and the Homecoming 
weekend which began the next 
day, signaled for some the 
beginning of an unrestrained 
free-for-all characterized by 
pranks and general in- 
consideration for others. 
Fact: Halloween can be en- 
joyed by adults as well as 
children. 
The social in the Powell grill 
was an example of a great outlet 
for those who wanted to recall 
the pleasures of dressing up as 
ghosts, goblins or historical 
characters. 
But there were some students 
who regressed to the trick-or- 
treating stage, actually going 
from door to door asking for 
handouts. 
You'd think if an "adult" 
planned to trick-or-treat, he or 
she would collect for UNICEF or 
some other worthy cause rather 
than for self. 
This lack of maturity carried 
over to Saturday's Homecoming 
game. ' 
Fact: There's a lot of drinking 
at Homecomings, and little is 
done to prevent it. 
Okay. But those imbibing 
should    have    enough    con- 
sideration for fellow football 
fans to stop before they reach the 
point of no return. 
A number of people had drinks 
spilled on them, and one childish 
individual who was already 
loaded, dripped water on an 
entire row of spectators as he 
struggled to his seat carrying a 20 
or 25-pound bag of ice over his 
head. 
It's not to say that in order to 
conduct yourself as an adult you 
must forsake all fun and levity. 
Simply, you must exhibit some 
consideration for others, not 
having your fun at someone 
else's expense. 
Letters: On double standard, intramurals, dark stairwell, health staff, rape story, plaudit 
Dear Editor: 
It strikes me that there is a 
double standard on this campus 
in relation to the facilities 
operating during a three-day 
weekend. On your Op-Ed page 
of October 10, 1974, you 
bemoaned the fact that many of 
the campus functions including 
the library, would be shut down 
over the three-day weekend. 
In fact, the library hours, 
which were posted throughout 
the library, were 9:00 a.m.-1.00 
on Saturday, and 2:00-10:30 
p.m. on Monday. Granted, the 
building was closed early on 
Friday, and closed entirely on 
Sunday, but it was not, as you 
stated, closed for the entire 
weekend. 
Also appearing on your Op-Ed 
page, in the same issue, was an 
announcement that you would 
not publish the following 
Thursday, "due to Columbus 
Day weekend". Art we to 
assume therefore, that some 
people are to be given the full 
benefit of the long weekend, 





John Grant Craboe Library 
Dear Editor: 
I am a graduate student in 
geology, and as such I have 
been known to work in the 
science complex (Roark, 
Memorial, and Moore) at some 
fairly odd hours. 
The Stairwell in the Memorial 
Science building is kept in 
complete darkness during those 
hours when all good kiddies 
should be in bed or at home with 
mommy and daddy, i.e., bet- 
ween the hours (ap- 
proximately) 9.00p.m.and 7:00 
a.m. and on weekends. This 
situation presents a hazard to 
life and limb. 
The university is negligent in 
this matter. The decision to 
darken this stairwell was 
presumably made on the basis 
to save a few bucks on elec- 
tricity. Having no desire of 
having my personal (or any 
other student's) neck broken, I 
would rather see this (and any 
other) stairwell lighted rather 
than to see the frivolous lighting 
of the tower of Miller Hall 
The university does pay lip 
service to safety in the form of 
dormitory "Safety and Main- 
tainance" inspections. Perhaps 
the stairwell matter places the 
legitimacy of Ihese dorm in- 
spections in proper perspective, 
as an institutionalized search 
and siezure operation. It ap- 
pears that the powers that be 
are more interested in putting 
up a romantic from and 




Box 95 McCreary Hall 
DeSr Editor: 
I am a female and I love 
sports just as I am sure 
thousands of people probably do 
on campus. I am paticularly 
interested in intramurals. Not 
many people know or hear 
about intramurals except those 
that participate or come to 
waich ihe games, for example 
football. 
Intramurals consist of dif- 
ferent groups and organisations 
on campus thai gel together as 
learns and participate in games 
competing with one another. I 
think this kind of participation 
is great for the guys. 
But has anyone stopped to 
think of who referees the 
games? Who puts in two hours 
each day to games for your 
enjoyment? Well, it's your 
fellow colleagues. They referee 
your games and do a darn good 
job! It is hard work running 
around the field refereeing 
games. 
Bui who has ever stopped to 
I hank one of them for helping 
out with the games? And what 
about you spectators? You can 
boo and hiss and swear at those 
referees, but if it wasn't for 
them, there wouldn't be any 
games. 
I think it's high time you guys 
and girls start showing a little 
appreciation and gratitude for 
your fellow colleagues. It is 
time we stopped taking 
everything for granted, and 
start showing a little ap- 
preciation towards those 
around us, those who help to 
make intramurals possible 
during the school year. 




A recent editorial implieu, 
among other inaccuracies, that 
the faculty teaching GSP 281 
lacked two essential com- 
ponents of an excellent 
university department; 
namely, qualified teachers and 
staff development based upon 
continual evaluation and 
modification of the curriculum. 
The prerequisites foi a 
faculty professionally qualified 
to teach health should include 
good training. successful ex- 
periences, the ability to relate, 
and personal qualities worthy of 
emulation. The blatant 
statement concerning the GSP 
281 course being taught by "half 
and half professionals" 
maligns the competency of our 
faculty who are dedicated to 
making significant con- 
tributions to the University and 
who may or may not hold a 
terminal degree. 
In regard to staff develop- 
ment. GSP 281 faculty members 
met once a week during the 
entire spring semester to revise 
the course. As 'professionals,' 
we failed to notify Dean Lewis 
or advertise . in the 
Progress , since we con- 
sidered such work a part of oar 
jobs and not something 
meriting special attention. 
We have studies available 
regarding attempts to evaluate 
the effectiveness of GSP 281 and 
its instructors One study was 
significant enough that it was 
presented at a national meeting 
and excerpts were printed in an 
American Medical Association 
publication. 
I would hope that 
"professional" reporting would 
involve making a more 
determined effort to get the 
facts before editorializing , 
Herman S. Bush,"H.S.D 
Chairman 
Department   of  School  and 
Public Health 
Dear Editor. 
It was indeed a pleasure to 
have been interviewed by your 
staff member, Ms. Sharalee 
Borst. The manner and ap- 
proach of the interview was 
excellent and handled with the 
definite air of professionalism. 
The Eastern Progress is for- 
tunate to have the services of 
such a fine reporter. 
On behalf of the student 
participants, faculty and staff, 
allow me to thank you for such a 
fine article and coverage of our 
project. 
Sincerely, 
Robert L. Byrne 
Director, Right to Read 
Teacher Education Program 
Dear Editor: 
In regard to article page 7, 
October 31,1974 issue written by 
Lisa Collins on rape. I wish to 
take issue with the figures used 
specificually 9 out of 10 rape 
victims do not press charges. 
These figures were correct 
for the early 1960s, however, 
the FBI who compiles the 
Uniform Crime Report which is 
the basis for all such 
"estimates" now "estimates" 
that out of every 10 rape in- 
cidents only four are reported. 
Stress should be placed on the 
word "estimate". 
The mixed story of data and 
"irue story" incidents violates 
a primary rule not using 
statistics with any moralistic 
overtones. 
The story was good effort but 
about 10-15 years behind the 
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Volunteers in Corrections 
work on one-to-one basis 
with first-time offenders 
A 20-year-old girl is summoned 
to appear before a police court 
judge. She is charged with 
committing a misdemeanor — 
shoplifting. Although shoplifting 
is not considered a felony or 
serious crime by the court, in the 
eyes of society a record of 
shoplifting will be a handicap for 
the offender in. seeking em- 
ployment, credit, housing, and 
even friends. She will carry the 
stigma with her the rest of her 
life. v 
Most people do not consider 
shoplifting a problem and don't 
know that an average of two- 
thirds of the cases in Richmond's 
police court are shoplifting 
cases. 
They fail to see the extra 
expenses in the form of tax 
money to pay for court costs, and 
higher prices to pay for the 
precautions taken by local 
merchants to combat the 
shoplifting problem. 
Another factor the average 
citizen fails to consider is the 
shoplifter himself, who is 
probably more like the "average 
citizen" than most other 
criminals. 
Records show that the 
majority of shoplifters have a 
middle-class income and are 
employed, separating them from 
murderers    and    rapists. 
Shoplifters range from 
students to housewives, and 
most have no previous criminal 
record. 
How then should they be 
punished? They are usually able 
to pay fines without too much 
financial strain. Sending them to 
jail would only expose them to 
more serious criminal ways. 
The Department of Corrections 
has found a solution to this 
problem. The Volunteers in 
Corrections program, which has 
just begun in Richmond, in- 
volves trained citizen volunteers 
working on a one-to-one basis 
with first-time offenders. 
The offender's sentence will be 
suspended and he will work with 
his volunteer for a time period 
ranging between 12 and 18 
months. In this way, the of- 
fender will have no record 6f his 
crime and hopefully he will not 
reappear in police court. 
The Volunteers in Corrections 
program needs more volunteers. 
More than two-thirds of the 
volunteers in the Richmond 
program      are      University 
students, most of whom are law 
enforcement or social work 
majors. 
However, since the Depart- 
ment of Corrections provides 
training for those caring enough 
to volunteer, no experience is 
required. 
Opposed to photo scanning 
devices, two-way mirrors, and 
paid security, the Volunteers in 
Corrections program would 
benefit the shoplifter, the 
merchant, and the consumer. 
Jackie Buxton 
assumes post 
Jackie Buxton, an 18-year-old 
sophomore journalism major 
from Louisville has been named 
Managing Editor of the EaaUrn 
Progreaa. 
Ms. Buxton who has been 
responsible for the lay-out of this 
and the past two issues, was a 
staff writer before assuming the 
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It's an ABC mystery movie 
Television viewers confused by poor editing 
The ABC network has gone 
scissor happy with its film 
editing. After paying millions of 
dollars for the rights to recent 
movies, many of which were 
academy award winners, one 
would think that they could find 
capable film editors. 
After completely ruining 
"Love Story," ABC should have 
learned their lesson. Because of 
poor editing, the young woman 
that was portrayed by Ali 
McGraw was transformed from 
a vulgar tongued debutant to a 
n'er-do-evil charmer. The result 
was a sentimental tearjerker 
that was not much better than 
the every day soap opera. 
At the beginning of the new 
Fall season, ABC presented 
the James Bond film, 
"Thunderball." Although there 
were several blunders in the 
editing, there was one scene in 
particular which was terribly 
confusine.   The scene in which 
Bond received a leg wound was 
completely cut. Much to the 
confusion of viewers who' had 
never seen the movie, Bond was 
shown limping along with the 
enemy hot on his trail. 
SIGHTS& 
SOUNDS 
■V num DAVIDSON 
As recently as Sunday 
evening, ABC again demon- 
strated their incompetence in the 
editing of "Midnight Cowboy." 
In a bar scene, Dustin Hoffman 
and Cowboy were approached by 
a member of the gay society. 
The editors completely cut out 
Hoffman's statement, "Get 
lost," and his explanation to the 
Cowboy that the young man was 
gay. The young man, who was 
standing behind the two men 
with a cigarette propped bet- 
ween his fineers. suddenlv does a 
disappearing act right before the 
viewers' eyes. 
In addition to this 
abomination, they omitted a 
section of a hotel scene near the 
end of the movie. The Cowboy 
was hustling a middle-aged man 
for enough money to get to 
Florida. He approached the man 
to strike him, but the scene was 
cut there. The next thing you see 
is Hoffman and the Cowboy 
barreling down the highway in a 
bus. 
It is difficult to explain why 
ABC finds it necessary to cut 
scenes in which people are 
struck, shot or stabbed when 
they carry weekly shows that are 
just as violent. "Streets of San 
Francisco", "Nakia", and "Get 
Christie Love" are just a few 
examples. It is a pity that what 
could be some of television's best 
entertainment is being ruined by 
bad judgement and poor editing. 
Orchestra presents Mozart 
The Eastern Kentucky 
University Symphony Orchestra 
will perform an all-Mozart 
concert Nov. 11 (Monday) at 7:30 
p.m. in the Gifford Theatre in the 
Jane F. Campbell   Building. 
Conductor Earl Thomas said 
the concert will feature five 
soloists and the orchestra will 
play Sinfonia Concertante for 
oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn and 
orchestra; Symphony No. 39 in 
E-fiat major, and the Piano 
Concerto No. 24 in C minor. 
The soloists will be Becky 
Maegley, Villa Hills, Ky., 
oboe; Mary Downing, Columbus, 
Ohio, formerly of Fayette 
County, clarinet; Gail Mims, 
Pleasure Ridge Park, bassoon; 
David Claggert, Irvington, horn, 
all EKU music majors, and Gaye 
Bennes, EKU faculty pianist. 
The Concert is presented by 
Eastern's Department of Music. 
The public is invited to attend 
without admission charge. 
Bar-Kays to present concert 
The Bar-Kays, a group from east Tennessee, will be in concert at 
Eastern at 7:30 p.m. in Brock Auditorium on November 15. The 
group was featured on Isaac Hayes' album, "Hot Buttered Soul," 
and the "Shaft" score. Admission is one dollar for full time 
students and two dollars for all others. They are the house band 
for Stax Records in Memphis. 
Students perform with Lexington Ballet 
Lexington Ballet Company at Eastern 
The Lexington Ballet Company will perform in the new Gifford Theatre November 14. Three 
Eastern students who have been studying under Nels Jorgensen, founder of the company will per- 
form with the full company in Jorgensen's ballet, "Circus." The performance will begin at 7:30 
p.m., and .there is no admission charge. 
In lecture at Eastern 
Three EKU students will 
perform with the Lexington 
Ballet Company on the EKU 
campus Thursday, November 14 
at 7:30 p.m. in the new Gifford 
Theatre. Harriet Aginsky of Bay 
Shore, New York, Leroy Scott, 
Jr. of Louisville, and Mark 
Savage of Huntsville, Alabama 
have been studyng this fall in 
Lexington with Nels Jorgensen. 
They will perform with the full 
company   in   Mr.   Jorgensen's 
Pat Paulsen provides side-splitting humor 
rollicking ballet of clowns, 
ponies, chorus girls and trapeze 
artists entitled "Circus," 
choreographed to the music of 
the Ringling Bros, and Barnum 
and Bailey circus Band. Miss 
Aginsky and Savage will also 
dance in "Espumosa Espana" 
(Sparkling Spain), a classical 
ballet to the music of Vivaldi. 
Miss Meridith Lee Benson, 
''daughter' of EKU drama 
chairman Richard L. Benson 
and Mrs. Benson, will also ap- 
pear with the company in 
"Circus", and will be featured in 
the premier of "ReJ)ekah", a 
haunting modern ballet set to the 
Indian Summer Suite of John 
Jacob Niles. 
A special feature of the 
evening will be the appearance 
of Nels Jorgensen and Pamara 
Perry Leach, both formerly 
principal dancers with the 
Joffrey City Center Ballet. They 
will dance a flashing pas de deux 
to Brahms. 
The Lexington Ballet Com- 
pany is being brought to the 
campus under the auspices of the 
EKU   Centerboard and is free. 
MICHAEL B. PAYNTER 
Staff Writer 
Pat Paulsen, the comedian and 
self-acclaimed influencer of 
world opinion who gained 
national recognition on the 
Smothers Brothers Show in the 
late sixties, appeared in Brock 
Auditorium Tuesday night as 
part of a nationwide lecture 
series. 
Armed with his well timed 
delivery of old and a bag full of 
satirical humor Paulsen em- 
barked ■ upon a history of 
comedy. According to his lec- 
ture the historians were right in 
their outline of history but 
certain points were to be made. 
The first forms of humor ac- 
cording to Paulsen were jokes 
about Cro-magnon man found 
pointed the walls of caves. 
These jokes were found to 
remarkably resemble our 
present-day ethnic jokes. 
The lecturer went on to say 
that the father of Comedy was 
none other than the Greek, 
Comedicles. "His funny works 
are still remembered today, 
especially his statement on the 
floor of the Greek senate that he 
was not a crook." 
Paulsen's seeming lack of 
emotion at times added to the 
humorous aspects of his 
material. At one point he 
straightfacedly referred to 
himself as a "minuteman in the 
sexual revolution." 
Being the firm immovable 
politican type that he is Paulsen 
proceeded to recover nicely by 
explaining that the film was 
"just a little family thing we 
were throwing together." 
Other parts of his lecture 
focused on the "80 percent of the 
high schoolers who were 
receiving sex education in the 
country, only 2 percent of which 
received it in the classroom." 
Paulsen also advised Eastern 
students that out in the real 
world things would be different 
— "Out there you can lie down in 
the ravine." 
In dealing with the current 
political affairs Paulsen voiced 
his opinion of present economic 
policies   "President Ford is a 
nice guy, he got together with his 
economic advisors for days and 
came up with a great plan for 
fighting inflation, a button." 
Paulsen most aptly summed 
up the scandal when he said that 
the president at the time was 
evidently suffering fom a "staff 
infection." 
Whether it be his satirical 
histories or his comments on 
present problems Pat Paulsen in 
definitely enjoyed by the 
people wherever he goes because 
he adds a refreshing look at 
ourselves and the zany world 
in which we live. Paulsen is an 
artist who paints a prettier 
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SURVEY   Students respond to six questions on campus security 
>  • ___—————^——— 
Editors Note: The following 
is a-survey conducted by 
members of Eastern's 
Journalism 201 class, instructed 
h> Dr. Carol Palsgrove. The 
survey itself includes six 
questions. Eastern students 
chosen at random responding to 
questions totaled 12*. 
EKL' students over- 
whelmingly disapprove of the 
action laken by security officers 
while trying lo enforce a moral 
conduct rule in a recent incident 
in (he ravine, according to a 
survey conducted on  campus 
The survey of student at- 
titudes toward the campus 
security  force   indicated   that 
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most students think the security 
force does its job well Most 
students, however, object to 
campus security officers 
carrying guns 
Only 3 of the 108 students who 
gave an opinion condoned the 
actions of the campus security 
officers in the ravine incident as 
reported in the Progress 
One student thought the action 
of the officers was "ridiculous" 
while another lermed it 
"hilarious." 
A junior coed from Louisville 
felt the sludenls involved were 
"insulted and deserve an 
apology." A 22-year-old senior 
said it "was none of his (the 
officer's; business" and thai the 
security force should "stop 
worrying about morals" and 
concentrate on more important 
things. 
One coed supported the 
minority opinion by saying, 
"Seeing a couple lying down in 
the ravine offends me. If they 
want (o do it they can go (o the 
Thrifty Dutchman." 
Guns questionable 
Seventy-four per cent of the 
students interviewed did not 
think campus security officers 
should carry guns. A 
sophomore coed from Albany, 
Ky. was concerned about 
security officers carrying 
"loaded" guns. She suggested, 
"Maybe they could carry a 
bullet in their pocket." 
Another coed, a 22-year-old 
junior, said, "The campus cops 
are not real cops. They don't 
have enough training or 
responsibility to carry a gun."' 
The opposite opinion was 
voiced by a 22-year-old senior 
from Lexington who said the 
campus security officers are 
"just like any other cop." A 
sophomore coed from Berea 
said, "They protect us, give 
tickets....so why shouldn't they 
be allowed to carry guns? They 
need protection too. What if 
someone was to attack them?" 
The survey was conducted at 
random by EKL' journalism 
students. A total of 120 students 
were interviewed. All students 
were asked identical questions 
and many asked thai their 
names not be published. The 
number of responses to various 
questions ranged from a low of 
50 lo a high of 110. 
Protection adequate 
Over 62 per cent of (he 
students interviewed thought 
security protection on the EKU 
campus was adequate. A third 
of the students questioned, 
however, felt that the protection 
was less than adequate. 
One comment was, "The only 
thing they are adequate al is 
writing  parking   tickets." 
Another student  said he Mid 
often seen security officers who 
were on duty "sitting at home 
with    their    uniforms    on, 
monitoring  their police radio. 
Fifty-eight per cent  of the 
students   interviewed   did  not 
think  security officers are 
needed in the dorms at night. 
One coed from Russell Springs 
said she supported the idea of 
secuity officers  in  the  dorms 
because "that's the only way we 
could havopen hours." A senior 
from   West  Virginia   said  he 
thought it wuld be hard to patrol 
the campus from  inside  the 
dorm. 
Twenty-seven per cent of 
those interviewed thought 
security has too many officers, 
while 24 per cent expressed a 
belief that securty is un- 
derstaffed. The remainder 
either felt staffing was 
adequate or offered no opinion. 
A junior from Dayton, Ohio 
commented, "They always 
walk in groups of four and five 
at night. You never see just 
one." One coed said, "They 
ought to have more women on the 
force." 
Security attltade good 
Less than 19 per cent of the 
students questioned thought the 
attitude of the security officers 
toward the student body was 
poor. Most of the students 
called the officers' attitude 
"good" or "friendly." Some 
students, however, thought 
security officers present an 
air of "self importance" or that 
"authority had went to their 
heads." A junior from Cin- 
cinnati said, "The officers could 
be a lot friendlier and more 
concerned " 
When asked  about  personal 
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experiences wth the security 
force, most students reported 
none except vehicle 
registration. A student who 
lives in Brockton (married 
student housing) said when his 
child was bitten oy a stray dog. 
he asked security lo help catch 
the dog for a rabies test, and 
they refused. Another Brockton 
resident said he reported a 
prowler to campus security one 
night, and, "They didn't even 
send anybody to investigate " 
Most students reported that 
security officers were "helpful" 
or "more than lair Several 
students told of receiving onl> 
warnings when the>could have 
been given ticke's A coed, who 
was involved in an accident 
recently, said. "Security was 
very helpul and comforting 
after the accident occured." 
Following is a list of questions 
asked and replies: 
I. Should campus security 
officers be allowed to carry 
guns'" Yes 21 5 per cent. No 74 
percent. No Opinion 4.5percent. 
Total Responses M 
2. Do you approve ol 
security's action n the ravine 
incident' Yes 2.7 percent, No 
95.5 percent. No Opinion 18 
percent. Total Responses no 
3. Do >ou think security of- 
ficers are needed in the dorms 
at ivghl" Yes :W.J percent. No 
58 4 percent. No Opinion 
3.3percent. Total Responses 70, 
4. Do you ihink security 
protection is adequate on 
campus'' Yes 62 percent. No 33 
percent. No Opinion 5 percent. 
Total Responses I OH 
5 How would >ou describe 
the attitude ot the security 
„ll,cois:oward students'' Poor 
IH;> percent, Good » percent. 
No Opinion 13 3 percent. Total 
Response* 5t> 
6 1X> you think the security 
tore is properly staffed'' Yes 
3ti percent. Overs!ailed 27 
percent. I nderstalfe.l 24 per- 
cent. No Opinion 13 percent. 
Total Responses 8ti 
Giving parking tickets for illegally parked cars is one of 
Ihe many duties of the campus security. Sludenls may be 
lucky on Ihe first offense with only a ticket warning and 
mild reprimands  Others afler many warnings have their 
cars lowed away. 
"R F A PTTniV   Survey Pleases 
IXJCJ/V^ 1 lUli    security officia 
Billy Lockridge, head of the Safety and 
Security Department at EKU, said that 
he was "generally pleased and satisfied" 
with the results of a recent student 
opinion poll about his campus security 
force. 
A journalism class (JOU 2011 con- 
ducted the six-question opinion poll of. 120 
Eastern students chosen at random. 
In an interview, Lockridge defended 
the right of officers to carry weapons by 
pointing out that offcers carry guns only 
during the hours from dusk to daylight, 
and at other times which would warrant 
such precautions. 
He offered two examples. "Say at 
registration or after a concert, there's a 
lot of money involved, and this warrants 
the need of an armed officer to escort 
those persons with the money to the 
banks." 
"How could an officer do his job with 
no back up?"   Lockridge commented. 









s      Pie 
Opert 6 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
When asked to reply to the old Barney 
Fife philosophy of packing his bullets in 
his shirt pocket as an alternative for 
campus security officers Lockridge sat 
back in his large comfortable looking 
chair and laughed. 
He then sat forward and asked, "What 
is the officer supposed lo say to the 
person he has stopped? Hold still, until I 
put my bullets in my gun? I don't think 
anyone has ever been shot with an 
unloaded gun." 
Commenting upon the ravine incident 
Lockridge said that the action was not 
the real problem, but rather the in- 
terpretation of the action. 
When asked if there was a book given 
to security officers stating regulations 
and duties he replied, "Yes there is, but 
of course you can't print everything." 
The book isupdatedas needed. 
The chief purpose of security officers 
being around the dorms at night is to "cut 
down on the opportunities for non- 
students to cause trouble and cut down 
thefts " 
Lockridge feels that security protec- 
tion is more than adequate on campus. 
"The administration of this University 
has made every effort to protect its 
students, their property, and the 
property of the college." 
Lockridge attributed students' ap- 
proval of security officers' attitudes to 
the fact that "a large majority (of the 
security officers) are students them- 
selves." 
Whenever possible, warnings are given 
instead of tickets.Lockridge said. He 
pointed out that some 5,000 warnings 
pertaining to parking violations were 
given out Ihe first two weeks of this 
semester. 
Lockridge fell that question six was 
vague in defining what was meant by 
"properly staffed." Since it 
answered in terms of numbers or 
qualifications of personnel.    . 
"I think we are properly staffed lo do 
the duties thai have been assigned lo us," 
he said. 
Lockridge staled lhal in his staff of 66 
one officer has a master's degree in law 
enforcement, 18have BA degrees, 6 have 
AA degrees and many others 
are currently working on  degrees. 
In Lockridge's opinion, the security 
force al EKU "could compete wth any 
olher police force in the state." 
The security force staff consists of a 
director,   a   security   specialist,   four , 
supervisors,   28  part-time  officers,   17 
watchmen, five bus drivers and two 
secretaries. 
"We are here to serve the students and 
the University," Lockridge said He said 
that if the students knew all the facts of a 
problem they would probably have 
different opinions. 
NOW      • V 
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'And beating Murray' 
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'Happiness is being crowned Homecoming Queen' 
BY Ml A K \l I: I  BORST 
Staff Writer 
To Eastern's 1974 
Homecoming Queen. Sherry 
Moore, Homecoming is always 
a special lime of the year. With 
a smile she added, "Eastern s 
1974 Homecoming was ex- 
ceptionally nice since the 
weather was good but most 
importantly since we beat 
Murray." 
The senior nursing student 
frorn^ Portsmouth. Ohio, was 
sponsored by the Association of 
the United Slates Army. "The 
men and women in this 
organization and the rest of the 
ROTC Department really- 
supported me during ihe 
election and I'm glad I could 
pull through for them." 
Sherry said that she was 
happy that she got to par- 
ticipate in Homecoming ac- 
livites   and   added    that   she 
particularly enjoyed gelling to 
know all ihe other homecoming 
candidates. "We all got a 
chance lo know each other when 
we mel for, pictures, interviews 
and practices for the 
coronation, dance,and parade." 
Sherry furlher commented, 
"I personally feel any one of the 
candidates would have made an 
excellent queen representative 
for Eastern 
, Sherry said she was amazed 
when she found out all the work 
that is done to prepare for 
Eastern's Homecoming. "I 
believe Ron Wolfe and Cindy 
Garth did a fantastic job 
organizing the events for the 
queencandidates." she added 
According lo Sherry. 
Homecoming 1974 offered 
Eastern students a chance to 
gel together and support their 
school. "Besides attending the 
Homecoming game, students 
seemed lo become involved in 
activities such as making floats 
Resident assistants receive raise in pay, 
duties and policies clearly defined 
Prancin' and dancin' 
Sophomore Mark Savage 
and junior Billye Billman 
dance to "Peer and Gynt" 
during  the  Eastern   Dance 
Theatre   performance   held 
Oct. 30 in the Van Feursem 
Pavilion. 
Resident Assistants (RA's) 
received a one hour pay raise 
this year and they, along with 
Administrative personnel 
connected with them, com- 
mented on the pay raise, the 
RA's rapport with students, the 
selecting of  RA's,   and   their 
legal responsibilities. 
RA's were given two more 
hours work with pay because of 
the federal minimum wage laws 
and ihe extra duties of open 
house, according to Herb 
Vexcio, director of Financial 
Aid.   The recommendation for 
News Briefs: International dinner tomorrow 
International 
dinner 
The International Dinner 
Cultural   Show   will   be 
November 8, at 7:00 p.m. at/ 
First  Christian  Church, 
price of  Ihe dinner  is  ad 
$3.00 and children $2.00. 
Timettes/ 
needed 
All girls interested in timing 
for Ihe men's varsity swimming 
team are requested to »ieet at 7 
p.m. Thursday at th« Alumni 
Coliseum indoor pool 
Writer's club 
The Madison Couity Writer's 
Club will meet ai 6:30 p.m. 
Thursday in Room A. Powell. 
This is a newly f«rmed group 
and anyone interested in 
creative writing-is welcome. 
Harry Brown of Ihe English 
department will read from his 
own works at His meeting. 
Interior design 
There will ke a board meeting 
for all offices of the Interior 
Design Club AID, and NSID at 
6 p.m. Tuesday, November 12, 
in the Family Living Center, 
Burner. M 8 p.m. that evening. 
Ihe Club will meet followed by a 
short meeting for AID and 
NSID. 
Lambda Sigma 
Lambda Sigma Omicron will 
hold ill monthly meeting at 7 
p.m.- Thursday in the Library 
Room 302. All Library Science 
major* and minors are invited 
lo attend. 
1VCF to meet 
IVCF will meet at 7 p.m. 
Thursday in the Jaggers Room, 
Powell. Don Fields will speak 
on   What is Sin?" 
Job fair 
Crafts fair 
The EKU Womens' antique 
study group will have a small 
flea market at the annual Arts 
and Crafts Fair scheduled 7-9 
p.m. tonight in the Mule Barn at 
Arlington. The public is invited 




There are two administration- 
minority student workshops 
scheduled, one from 9 a.m.-6 
p.m. November 9 and the other 
9 a.m.-6 p.m.ecember 7. If you 
are interested in participating 
in one of the workshops, contact 
Bill Johnson at the Counseling 
Center, phone 2241 
Nutrition club      Backpacking 
The 4th annual Allied Health 
Job Fair will be held on campus 
Wednesday, November 13 All 
departments and students in- 
volved in Allied Health 
programs are urged to support 
or participate in the Job Fair. 
The Food and Nutrition Club 
meets Tuesday Nov. 19, at 6:30 
p.m. in the Family Living 
Center, Burner Building. 
Immediately, following, at 
7:30 p.m., an assembling of the 
Bluegrass district of K.D.A. 
updates nutritionists on 
•Community Nutrition 
Programs". Panelists 
represent several Bluegrass 
area community programs. 
Hostesses: Robin Roseborough 
and Janice Burdette (EKU 
graduate) of the Career 




The Panhellenic Council in- 
vites all campus organizations 
lo enter contestants in the 
"Miss Eastern Pageant" to be 
held spring semester. Entry 
forms can be obtained in the 
Student Activities Office in the 
Powell Building. The forms are 
to be filled out and turned into 
Ihe office with a $10 entry fee by 
Friday, November 22, 4:30 p.m. 
Mechanics 
Burnam Hall will have a 
program on auto mechanics 
Monday, November 11, at 7:00 
p.m. presented by Dr. Chasteen 
from IED Department. 
Keith Hall 
program 
Keith Hall will hosl a special 
' program on Kentucky State 
Parks, Monday. November 11. 
It will include slide presentation 
and speaker from the Parks 
Department. 
Thursday, November 14, a 
special program on back- 
packing will be conducted by 
Dr. Bradly Branson. Slides will 
be shown in Keith Hall at 7:00. 
Everyone is invited. 
Wesley practice 
Wesley Singers Practice will 
be tonight at 6:30 p.m. This 
Friday. Saturday, and Sunday a 
group will be going to Ashland, 
for a YES weekend. Rap Hour 
is at 9:30 am and Worship 




All active duty Army per- 
sonnel are requested to please 
contact Barton. Department of 
Military Science, Begley 
Building, phone 3911    or 3912. 
Insurance talk 
Wednesday, November 13, 
Dr. Young will present an in- 
formative talk on insurance in 
Ihe Todd Rec Room. 
Pool 
Keene   Hall   will   have   a 
bumper pool tournament for its ' 
residents.      Wednesday, 
November 13. 
CWENS tea 
Active, alumni and honorary 
members are invited to attend 
the CWENS Founders Day Tea 
from 4-5:30 p.m. Thursday in 
the  Herndon  Lounge,   Powell. 
CJ speakers 
The Communications 
Department will sponsor two 
speakers from the Courier- 
Journal this week. Friday, 
November 8, Stan McDonald, 
reporter for the Courier, will 
speak to the Newswriting 
classes. Next     Tuesday, 
November 12, Bob Baranrd, 
editorial page editor, will speak 
to the editorial wrung class. 
German club 
Der Deutsche Verein (Ger- 
man Club) will be holding a 
banquet on Nov. 15 at 7:00 p.m. 
in the First Christain Church on 
Main and Lancaster. There will 
be German food served and 
entertainment. 
Reservations for the banquet 
should be in by Wednesday. 
Nov.    13. Information 
concerning the 
banquet can be ob- 
tained from any of the 
German teachers: Dr. Andrea 
(3231). Dr. Burkhart (2270); 
Rick: Rider (4906 ) or Tom 
Norvell (2788). All are 
welcome. 
CIRUNA 
Dr. Ron Dean, Professor of 
Political Science, will present a 
lecture on Obscenity and 
Human Rights for the EKU 
CIRUNA Club next Wednesday 
at 7:30 p.m. in Kennamer 
Room.   Public Invited. 
the raise began in Ihe Dean of 
Men's and Women's offices, 
sent to the Vice President of 
Student Affairs, and on to 
President Robert Martin, who 
has final approval in such 
matters. 
Women RA's are now paid for 
13 hours per week at $1.64 and 
male RA's are now paidfornine 
hours per week at the same 
rate 
Selection of RA's begins each 
spring. The Resident Director 
makes recommendations and 
interviews of students. 
Recommendations are then 
taken from faculty personnel on 
Ihe student's attitudes and the 
final approval comes from 
either Mr. Jack Hutchinson or 
SI.    Mabel    Criswell,    the 
rectors     of     Mens'     and 
Womens' Residence Halls. 
According to David Wiles and 
Barbara Stanfield, the Direc- 
tors of Mens' and Womens' 
Residence Hall Programs, "we 
h^ve some of the finest RA's 
anywhere." 
. All RA's who spoke with the 
Progress said that they have 
"very good relationships" with 
their floors. Onemajor problem 
mentioned by them is noise on 
their floors, they said. "Loud 
radios, stereo, or shouting gives 
us our greatest problem," one 
RA in Telford said. 
The Resident Directors in- 
terviewed said that they have 
no problem with RA's turning 
into "Dr. Jekylls and Mr. 
Hydes." "Certainly there is 
some change in a person's at- 
titudes because of the added 
responsibilities," said Joe 
Keith, Resident Director of 
Commonwealth Hall. 
The Job Description for EKU 
Resident Assitants, besides 
outlining the responsibilities of 
RA's, states that an RA should 
"support and enforce residence 
hall regulations        and 
policies...assist students in a 
positive way...assist in planning 
for programs...(and) act as an 
advisor lo the students." 
"We try to impress upon 
people that apply to be an RA 
that they are not policemen," 
David Wiles said. Since Has do 
not have the power of arrest, 
any serious violations (such as 
possession of dr'ugslare handled 
ihru ' me resident directorrs 
according to Wiles and Hut- 
chinson. 
RA's and Resident Directors 
said that entering a student's 
room by force would probably 
be considered breaking and 
entering in a court Resident 
Assistants inKeeneHall told the 
Progress that the Resident 
Director would need a search 
and seizure warrant. 
% 
A warrant can be obtained 
ihru Vice President Thomas 
Meyers of Student Affairs or, 
when necessary, through the 
Madison County Attorney, 
according to EKU Safety and 
Security. 
RA's said they are not con- 
fronted with serious violations 
often but when it happens they 
"expect the students to be co- 
operative," said a Todd Hall 
RA. 
Housing said that students' 
requests to not room with an RA 
would be honored unless space 
does not permit this. 
and dorm decorations." Sherry 
said. 
Sherry has attended Eastern 
Kentucky University since she 
was a freshman. When asked 
why she attended Eastern she 
said. "Two of my sisters 
graduated from Eastern I 
guess I jusl followed suit. I'm 
glad I did 
Sherry is also presently 
holding the title of "Queen 
Athena." "Queen Alhena" is 
chosen annually by Eastern's 
military organization and 
advanced cadets at iheir 
military ball. 
Sherry is also ihe Com- 
mander ot ihe ROTC Sponsor 
Corp. She is president of 
Pikettes and a member of Ihe 
Kentucky Student Nursing 
Association Last year she was 
chosen by ihe American Cancer 
Society as a research "<ar- 
licipant to '•»» Rnswell Park 
Memorial Institute 
Sherry said she plans to 
graduate in May with a BS 
degree in nursing. She hopes lo 
work in a hospital for a 
few years and then go back lo 
school lo become a midwife. 
Trained as such, she will be able 
to help out with a most im- 
portant period of family life the 
birth of a baby- 
Sherry was escorted in the 
Homecoming coronation 
ceremony by Doug Black, 
president of Ihe Association of 
ihe United Slates Army. 
The firsl and second runners 
up for the Homecoming Queen 
title were respectively Connie 
Kane, sponored by Delta 
Upsilon. and MTchal Holmes, 
sponsored by Telford Hall. 
NORTHM 
FACElll 
I— K   REST AI It AM 
EKU  SPECIALS 
•k 2 eggs, bacon, or sausage, toast & 
Coffee .96 
3 Pc French Toast .75 
Saturday 
Steak & Baked Potato 
I        Rib Eye 2.19 
8 ozt. Blue Ribbon        3.99 
Sunday Best 
3 Pc Chicken &   Dressing 
Sal & Potato $1.85 
Roast Pork & Dressing W/Potato 










for the backpacker 
Phillip   Gall &*Spn. 
230 W. Main St. 
Lexington, Ky. 40501 
254-0327 
o wants 
' the finest. 
tfta •*«« 
*7 
ATTENTION!!      ATTENTION!! 
-Graduating Nurses- 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Jewish   Hospital,   Louisville,   Kentucky 
will   have   representatives   at   your 
"Allied Health Job Fair", November 13 
We invite you to stop tor a talk with us 
during our visit. 
Also, you may call collect or write tor 
intormation regarding employment 
opportunities. 
Contact Helen Marshall. Director of Nursing. 
Jewish Hospital 
217 E. Chestnut Street 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202 





Send a cable. 
Cabled polyester dressmaker 
solid with stripes Beige mint 
S ML s-|Q 
Acrylic polyester twin sweater 
set. both cabled. Sleeveless 
v-neck under matching 
cardigan. _ 
S-M-L     $20 
Shop 
Every 








MON THRU SAT 
SUNDAY 11-6 
9-9 





4 DAYS ONLY 
Gillette 
Trac II Blades Christmas Cards 
Pack    M   A Cho.ce of A  0,5
 Mli ML 
4 DAYS ONLY ^^™ 















• No interest or 
carryinq charges 
• A small deposit will 
hold your gift until 
December 21. 
Snoopy Toothbrush 
CM Approved by the American Denial Association! 
• Snoopy-shaped 
handle. 
• Includes brushes 
Norelco Coffee Maker 
Model ■ 
HD-5135 




brewing time. 27" y^^v l       aaal m 
WJ# Gillette Supermax 
I6tt 
P&yf Styler/Dryer 
Model • Now 65° wa,,s ,or 
,H0-7    laster drying 
• 5 styling attachments 
• 2 setting positions 




W°del plastic in most- 
•T522 wanted toaster size! V 
JUt pnoaiaiian mat tUkt . . . aMlar is tnooitiM ssnriaH 
Whether your prescription has many ingredients or a lew. 
Whether it's temporary or a regular dosage. It gets the at- 
tention il deserves Irom our SupeFU pharmacist Your 
health, alter all. is his chosen life's work' You can de- 
pend on him lor friendly service, with a smile. He'll be 
glad lo tell you what the SupeRi charge lor your pre- 
scription will be. belore it is filled, at no obligation He is 
here lo serve you. as though your life depended upon it 
WORD   OF   HONOR 
If  TOO A« NOT COUFlf TILT S»T«»ltO WITH ANY ITfM'BOUGHT 
«T sunn. . wc unot vov TO tniNG IT SACK WIJM THC CASH 
REGISTER RECEIPT FOR A CASH REFUNO. EXCHANOCTOR ADJUST- 
MINT TO YOUR SATIVACTOM. 
■So"r '9Wr>i on f^ci&'O'yi •'• o'o«.oiA or L**. 
 «  
At SupmRx, you have our Word ot Honor 
Model School serves as teaching laboratory. 
54*-E 6Q< ff!Tv DISCOUNT PRICE f M 
BY CATHY BAKER 
Staff Writer 
"Laboratory school should be 
what a hospital is lo a medical 
school," says Jack Creech, a 
social studies teacher. "That's 
what Model Laboratory School, 
an educational support unit to 
Eastern, is under the ad- 
ministration of the College of 
Education." 
EKU students from the 
education, psychology, 
sociology and other depart- 
ments come to learn This is 
done through observation, 
working with teachers and 
student teaching They are 
under the supervision of 
Models staff of teachers 
Many Changes 
"I've seen Model change from 
a training school to a laboratory 
school," says Creech, a man 
with a big build and graying 
hair. "I'm on my nineteenth 
year," he says. A training 
school's purpose is solely to 
train   teachers   whereas   a 
laboratory   school   conducts 
research in leaching. 
Elizabeth Ragland. a malh 
teacher, has a middle school 
class called ihe 
mathemusicians.   They sing in 
malh. 
"This land's goin' metric. 
This land's goin' metric. 
From all our math classes 
To most things at home. 
On all cans and bottles, 
And signs on the highway 
This land's goin' metric 
One of these days." 
Her students accompany the 
singing with the piano, 
saxophone, and trumpet. Her 
classroom walls hold posters 
made of labels from canned 
goods thai uied metric 
measurements. The students 
brought in the labels. 
"I love Model." says Ms 
Ragland, a slim brunette. 
"They let me experiment," she 
say?. Model deliberately uses a 
variety of teaching methods to 
meet the needs of the students 
and to help EKU students find 
methods by  which  to  pattern 
their teaching. 
"Students...probably do 
receive education superior to 
many public schools. However, 
this is largely due to the in- 
teraction with the teacher- 
educator program and a 
superior professional staff." 
says Dr. Sieve Traw. director of 
Model 
Parents can apply for their 
children lo be admitted to 
Model when ihe child is two 
years old. When the child's 
name comes up. he is in- 
lerviewed and lested for ad- 
mission. 
The only students who are not 
admitted are those lhai Model 
cannot help, such as those with 
severe  handicaps,   such   as 
hearing      problems.      and 
disciplinary problems. 
Broaden Range 
Traw says (here is a 
movement on the pan of the 
school to broaden ihe range of 
sludents served, particularly in 
ihe minority groups 
He also says lhai Model is an 
intregral parf'of Eastern and 
should be considered as a 
service unil to HI departments. 
Model has sVidents from 
nursery ihrougrt Ihe twelfth 
grade "It's pretty good." say* 
Karen, a middle school student. 
"Many opportunilies. I don'l 
like middle school We have loo 
much homework ' 
...where the nursery launches learning 







There are many bicycles on the market 
today and (here are also many places 
to buy bicycles We have a suggestion 
Buy your bicycle from a professional 
bicycle man A Raleigh dealer We 
have the knowledge experience end 
the special equipment to custom-tit you 
or your child to the right bicycle And of 
course we sell Raleighs    the bicycle 
that combines precision craftsmanship 
with computerized testing and inspec- 
tion See your Raleigh Pro 
pro shop Bicycle craftsmen ol the world. Turpin's Bicycle 
World 
623-7214     s Por,,r Dr'v• 
BY JOHN ROBERTSON 
"Holly, come up and tell us 
something that's happened to 
you." 
The scene is Mrs. Smith's 
nusery school class in the Model 
Laboratory ,School. Holly, a 
small girl with a shy smile, 
rises from her seat and glides to 
the front of he room to stand by 
ihe teacher. 
"1 saw a crocodile once." 
Holly glances at the floor. 
"Do you know what 
crocodiles look like, Holly?" 
Mrs Smith questions. A boy 
jumps up from his seat. "I do, 
teacher." 
"All right. Edwin. What does 
a crocodile look like?" 
"That's right, we have a 
miniature one on the other 
room," says Mrs. Smith. 
This segment of nursery 
school lets the children learn to 
react to one another, according 
lo Mrs. Dorothy Smith, a 
veteran teacher of seventeen 
years. It is only one part of 
what the kids, aged four and 
five, do from 8 lo 10:45 in the 
morning Monday throuh 
Friday. 
The fifteen children learn 
about counting They sit in a 
semi-circle — in front of them 
cardboard boxes painted red. 
blue, green, and yellow. Each 
box has a different number 
apinted on it ranging from one 









For Your Enjoym.nt 
car. 
"Okay. Bert, you arrange the 
cars in the correct order." Bert 
does his best but switches the 
two and the five around. Most of 
the boys and girls spring fom 
their seals and point out the 
mistake. 
Mrs. Smith intervenes. "Let's 
see if Bert can find his own 
mistake." Bert jusl stares' at 
ihe strange numbers. 
"Edwin, you count them." 
Edwin gets his big chance lo 
show he can count from one to 
five, a fine accomplishment for 
someone si ill a couple of years 
away from first grade. He 
rushes to the boxes and puts 
them in Ihe correct on- 
figuralion. 
"Okay class. Let's count 
them." 
The whole class yells, "1-2-3- 
4-5." 
"Very good." The teacher 
draws the numbers on the 
blackboard — at the eye-level of 
the pre-schoolers. 
"Time to go outside. Let's get 
our coals on. If you need any 
help, I'll be glad to help you." 
The children dash back to 
where their coats are hanging. 
Each person has a separate 
closet with his name on it. 
One girl encounters trouble 
zipping her coat. Mrs. Smith 
asks if she needs help; Melony 
nods, and begs, "Please." 
Mrs. Smith responds, "When 
you say please, it makes me 
happy." The zipping job is 
completed and it'soul to recess. 
Three students from Eastern 
who help Mrs. Smith with the 
class go outside with the kids. 
Mrs. Smith lingers behind — 
getting the milk and crackers 
ready for after recess. 
"I think children are 
fascinating," Mrs. Smith says 
and means it. "You have to be 
positive with them and point out 
what they're doing right as well 
as wrong." 
"If a child does something 
wrong, he's gol to know you love 
him anyway. He has to have a 
feeling of security here." 
Mrs. Smilh. a mother of 
three, points out television has 
olayed a pan in each of the kids' 
lives in her class. 
"TV has given Ihem differenl 
information It's acted as kind 
of a substitute for Ihe working 
mother. 
She doesn't like Ihe violence 
on television. "I'm very much 
againsl violence — on cartoens. 
comic strips. A greal val 
depends on the parent and the 
child. The cartoons become 
real to ihe child in his faiv 
lasies." 
Out al the playground, the 
children play on the monkey 
bars and Ihe slides. Dale climbs 
up Ih railing of Ihe slide, slips, 
says "oops," and keeps right on 
going. Over on Ihe side, some of 
the class peek into a sewerhole. 
shout inl it, then run lo another 
sewer hole down the way lo see 
if Ihey can hear the noise there 
Tiny Melony isn'l big enough 
to reach the monkey bars so she 
asks help from Edwin. 
"Edwin, help me," she 
whines. 
Edwin will have nothing to do 
with her. "Un, un," he replies 
shaking his head in disgust. 
Elsewhere, Bert, buill like a 
midge linebacker, runs into a 
college student. Ben, in a 
whisper says. "You belter 
watch it, son." He's ready to 
beat the six-footer lo a pulp. 
"Okay, boy and girls, let's go 
inside now." It's back lo Ihe 
classroom for the milk and 
cookies plus a story. 
Mrs. Smilh starts Ihe story 
about  a bear that  decides to 
migrate instead of hibernate. 
In  the  middle  of  the   siory. 
talking breaks out. 
"You know when Teacher 
reads a story, you've got to be 






LOCATED MIDWAY BETWEEN EASTERN BY PASS & 
BIG HILL AVE. AT  1401 E. MAIN    IRVINE RD. 
I  
{     IV has wide appeal 
For all faiths 
'hear.' No more noise from this 
pom I on. 
The school days end*. The 
children sca*mper to their 
closets, retrieve their coals and 
hurry outside to meet their 
wailing parents The vanishing 
faces will return tomorrow. 
Mrs Smith sums everything 
up. "Some people when Ihey 
come in here ihink this is just 





Earl Thomas, director of the 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Symphony ^Orchestra, will be 
featured as clarinetist when the 
Blair Siring Quartet of Nash- 
vile. Tenn.. plays al Eastern 
No*. 19. 
Curium lime for the concert 
in Ike Gifford Theatre will be 
7:30p.m. The program will be 
part of the University Center 
Board's fine arts series. 
Thomas, who is also a 
membtr of the Lexington 
Philharmonic Orchestra and 
has more than 19 years of 
symphony experience with the 
Dallas. Illusion and Oklahoma 
City Symphonies, has been a 
member «f the EKU music 
faculty smte 1969 
A clinicitn as well as a 
leacher and conductor, Thomas 
attended Ihe Juilliard School of 
Music. He has taught summers 
al EKU s Fouer Music Camp 
and at the National Music 
Camp at Inierlochen. Mich. 
Members of lie Blair Quartet 
serve on the fatuities of Blair 
Academy and the music school 
al George Peabsdy College in 
Nashville. 
The concerl will include 
selections by Moiart. Bartok, 
and Beethoven        _-^ 
BY CATHY BAKER 
Staff Writer 
Greg Reynolds hitchhikes a 
lot.  He's been in Europe twice 
and has hitchhiked and worked 
there.   He's also a member of 
As a British company we'd like to explain our 
810ox automatic turntable in plain English. 
How the 810OX reproduces 
recorded music accurately. 
The BSR 8K)QX has a sophisticated 
synchronous motor spinning a heavy 
7-lb platter (or 
accurate speed 
(regardless o< 
voltage supply or 
record load) and all-but-nonexistent 
wow and 'lutter Anti-skating force 
may be adiusted tor 
optimum pressure with 
either conical or 
elliptcal styli so stylus 
sits per-ectly centered 






wear A strobe  
disc is integrated into thc platter 
design and a vanae'e speed control is 
-*# ^ 
provided should yoti want to vary 
from and later return to th» normal 
speeds, ^he tone arm willjrack' ai .. 
low as O 2 5 grams to maVie (jse •,- 
finest light-weight  high-compliance 
cartridges for maximum .ficjelijy and 
dyna/mc ra^pge. , 
How the 810 OX 
protects records and 
cartridge stylus assembly. 
"one arm descent is 
viscous-damped in 
J automatic operation 
J end also when using 
i*^*—""NNk^Nl ;rie manual cue and 
pause control -or gentle contact 
with record surface Pla ber 
mat protects receds 
during play and cushions 
discs dunng automate 
drop Automatic >pindleN*»-^kai 
uses.umbrella-type SuSpensior^aJIpsV 
without outboara balance arm 
Stub spndle rotates with record to 
prevent distort.cn p' center hole 
Stylus setdown adjustment prevents 
stylus damage if copped outside c- 
entry groove rang«>. "racking pressure 
adjustable down to 




/ear Stylus bi usli gvltisks dust ■;• ■— 
stylus between 
plays Lock 
automatically secures I 
tone arm to prevent' 
damage to stylus 
• from accidental 
movement Stylus 
wear meter recce as accumujateo ( 
£/kjs use in hours knowing when . 
to replace a 
;■■-^* fvttylws 




How the 810 QX 
provides convenient operation 
in any desired mode. 
After touching a single feather- 
weight button the 810QX can 
either play a stack of 
records, shutting off 
after the last one. 
play a single record 
and shut off, or play 
a single record and 
repeat it indefinitely until you stop it 
O Manual operation 
uses a smgle button 
to start the motor, 
and the cue control to lowe* the 
stylus 
How the 810 QX operates 
aiiiedy, emitting no sound 
that can intrude on the music. 
The 81CQX use's a unique sequential 
cam drive mechanism 't is a ngd 
—»      ***** 
InterVarsity Christian 
Fellowship, an inter- 
denominational group on 
campus. 
"I thought they were a bunch 
of real super spiritual people." 
was Greg's firsl impression of 
Inlervarsily. Now he's an 
executive committee member. 
IV meets on Thursday night 
at 7:00 p.m., usually in the 
Jaggers Room of the Powell 
Building. The meetings consist 
of singing, leaching and 
sharing. 
Greg, a senior speech and 
drama major, was attracted to 
IV by the different kinds of 
people who were there. "I was 
looking for fellowship. A place 
where I could not only gain 
something but give something 
too," he said. 
IV members include students 
with drama and nursing 
majors. It includes Southern 
Baptists and Catholics, and 
athletes and actors. 
Jim Ackley is the kind of guy 
who sneaks in girl's dorms in 
church camp in the middle of 
the night He also has a hearing 
problem in both ears and wears 
c? 
a hearing aid. 
"They're the kind of,f 
who accept me the way t 
he said about IV. "Thei-e's a 
certain glow about these people. 
They're always happy." 
Then (here's Sandy Brett, a 
slim blond who has been a tead 
nurse for three years. She is al 
Eastern lo get her B.S. dejre*' 
in nursing. "When I ctme 
away, I jusl feel belter," she 
said about IV meetings, 
IV holds these people togetser 
by having a basis of belief ttat 
unites. "The bond of belief that 
unites is upon the person of 
Jesus Christ," said Gref 
Reynolds. 
They also accept differenl 
opinions easily Greg believes 
InterVarsity must be very open 
minded. "It's not compromised 
beliefs. There's a stand which 
is very biblical," he said. 
"I thought the people were 
kind of wierd...First, I thought 
they Were hypocrites," said Jim 
Ackley. "Some of Ihem are 
hypocries. The resi are warm 
friendly people." 
precision assembly that replaces the 
plumber s nightmare o'< rotating 
eccentric plates and interlocking gear? 
that other changers use UnUtC other 
changers there are no light metal 
stampings that can go out o; aligment- 
and make a lot of oase •'rom.being 
earned. bumped ex, just '•'rom use 
For literature write to 
BS? (USA) Lief- 
Blauvett \ y-10913- 
McDONALD 
The OTI4ER PIACE 
ZOO S'Sec^yiSe 
Phone   tZ3-0OMfc 
"TO".   £y«R<<onti 
Zlfct S:L.«»tW St 
L««listen,  Stu- 
Pho**  2S30H<*$ 
'Wheiu W* 0» Tht Si^prot TW^t Excee^r*^ v<e»" 
a 4. f\ 
■1   «.-■•, 
^^^ 
.»» 
... makes the scenes 
q 
Photos by 
Rick Yeh and Paul Lambert 
i  • 
SQUARE 
E 
• 2 PlCCei DELICIOUS CWCKEN 
• MASHED POTATOES * ORAVY 
• CHOP COLE SLAW • Rgu. 
I     ' 
Eastern ^ ft^JS   ■ ByPaSS Fried Chicken 
good locking Jhe spectator 
It's the classy look you love to wear with classic clothes 
in the 30's mood. Crisp, fresh... and really put together   • 
by Miss America. , , 
miss amenca 
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Homecoming... 
Thi's petite Lex-etie twirler Hop left» seems lo have another interest as she 
marches down Lancaster Avenue. April Adams and Doug Adams, daughter and 
son of Dr. and .Mrs. James D. Adams, from Prestonsburg. are just a few of the 
many observers at the parade nop right > Finocchio Xose (center> and Noah's 
Ark sponsored by the Baptist Student Lnion ibottom left* were winners for the 
float contest in Beauty, and originality, respectively. Everett "Poo-Loo" Talberl 
ibottom right i cheers the Colonels onward. 
R c 
Men's Hair Styling 
Styles for Men 
and Women 
218   Porter Plaza 
Richmond,   Ky   40475 
You Deserve a Break Today f McDonalds 
MADISON NATIONAL BANK 
RICHMOND. KY. 
Convenient Full Service Branch Office, equipped 
with a Drive-In Window, located at corner of 
Water and Second Street 
BRANCH OFFICE HOURS 
8:00 A.M. until 2:00 P. M.   -Mondaythru Thursday 
8:00 A.M. until 6:00 P. M. -Fridays 
8:00 A.M. until  12 Noon      "Saturdays 
Phone (Branch Office) 
623-2799 
Each impomlux I——< » 
FDI 
HMffAl  MPOUI  (NSUIANCI  CO«rOtAIION 
Phone (Main Office) 
623-2747 
LeRoy's Jewelers 
have the perfect way to say I love you 
TIMCLCSS 
aillTTANIA 
Every Keepsake engagement diamond is permanently reg- 
istered and protected against loss Also guaranteed for perfect 
clarity, fine white color and precise cut. See these, beautiful 
Keepsake diamond rings elegantly crafted in 14 kt. gold 
Rings Irom $100 lo $10 000 
■V. 
& ■ A- ■ '    . 
University Shopping Center in Richmond 
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Eastern will face stern foe 
Eastern Kentucky Univer- 
sity's league-leading rushing 
offense, led by tailback Everett 
Talberfs 1,071 yard total, will 
face one of the sternest tests of 
the season Saturday when the 
Colonels travel to Cookeville to 
do battle with the Tennessee 
Tech Golden Eagles 
Coach Roy Kidd's EKU 
squad, who tops the Ohio Valley 
Conference rushing statistics 
with an average of 236 3 yards 
per game, will be knocking 
heads with a defense which has 
been allowing only 116.1 yards 
per contest on the ground 
"Tennessee Tech has a great 
defensive football team," Kidd 
said "Any time you can shut 
but Murray and hold Western to 
only one touchdown, you've 
really been getting after some 
people." 
"They have been a very tough 
team to beat at home this 
season and we're sure they'll be 
ready lo play us Saturday and 
realize they can't afford 
another loss," Kidd said. 
At one time, the Golden 
Eagles were in a commanding 
position They had whipped 
Murray State and Western 
Kentucky—believed to be the 
two   strongest   teams   in   the 
Cosh in! 
Bring this ad in and receive 1)1% 
off on any item - 
Sale items excluded. 
Flandria $899S       ■•!• »" 
plus many more bargains 
on bicycles and parts 
S. Second St.       623-6421 
Ricks International  
BikeShop 
 i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii ii nun im 
league—and were riding a 2-0 
conference mark. 
But whatever dreams they 
had of an OVC championship 
have been dissipated now, with 
two straight losses to cellar- 
dwellers Morehead Slate and 
East Tennessee 
"We simply haven't been 
playing decent football." said 
head coach Don Wade, adding 
that the Golden Eagles will 
have to regain their "en- 
thusiasm and confidence." 
"They are unquestionably the 
most talented and experienced 
team we've faced all season," 
said Wade. 
The player who scares Wade 
the most is runningback 
Everett Talberl, a 5-8, 175- 
pound sophomore dynamo who 
has earned OVC offensive 
player of 'he week not once, not 
twice, not three times—but four 
times this season. 
Talberl, says Wade, "is faster 
than a hiccup and twice as hard 
to stop." 
He is also the third leading 
rusher in Ihe nation, not to 
mention first in the conference 
Talbert became the third 
player in Eastern's history to 
break Ihe 1,000-yard mark in 
one season by gaining 130 yards 
in 29 carries last Saturday 
againsi the Racers He is 
currently averaging 153 yards 
and 25 carries per game to rank 
third in the nation and first in 
the OVC in Ihe former category. 
Tech is 4-4 overall and 2-2 in 
the OVC. Saturday's game is 
scheduled to start at 1:30 p.m. 
(CST i at TTU's 16,500 seat 
Overall Field 
Wrestling mentor 





(       for the Reg. Price       J 
(j      Get the 2nd One J 
Buy Any Size 
1 FREE!! | 
Thurs. Fri. & Sat. only 
Richmond 
Dairy Queen 
I<* Eastern ^f 
|   ^ By-Pass £    § 
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BY PAT WILSON 
Sjrarts Editor 
Jerry Branham. a graduate 
assistant from Ohio State 
University who has taken over 
the reins of coaching duties for 
the 1974-75 wrestling team, 
appears optimistic for the 
outlook of his club. "We are still 
in preparation. We're going 
over new moves. Every night 
we cover one or two new 
moves," he commented 
recently, "and everyone is 
working hard." 
The Colonels have been 
working out since September 
and are about to start their 
season two weeks from 
tomorrow with Tennessee "The 
only match we won with them 
last year was by forfeit. "II 
could be tough," stated 
Branham. The schedule for the 
grapplers appears to be much 
touher this year. UT and Miami 
(Ohio) are the first two op- 
ponents, both home matches. 
"We only won three of 10 
against them (Miami) last 
year." said Branham. 
A new phase in the season for 
Eastern and all other Kentucky 
colleges is the formation of the 
Kentucky Intercollegiate 
Wrestling Tournament, which 
will be held in late February. 
Branham thinks, "We hope to 
be the best by Ihen, however UK 
and Morehead should be 
lough." Kentucky has a 
member of the  1972 Olympics 
on their squad 
The team will have six home 
matches during the course of 
the season and Coach Branham 
hopes "to get a lot of support 
from fans, especially in these 
lough early matches." 
When the esason begins, their 
will be 25-30 wrestlers on the 
team, all vieing for spots in the 
ten weight classes. The tri- 
captains for the season have 
been chosen and they are lel- 
termen returning from last 
year. Mike Mussman, Sr. who 
will wrestle at 142; Steve 
Wallace, Jr., 150; and Dennis 
Perkins, Jr., 167. 
Challenges start next week 
and Coach Branham feels he 
has several wrestlers who have 
a chance to start in each weight 
class. 
Coach Branham has inserted 
a new part into the program. 
There is a group of about 18 
girls who will assist the team in 
all phases of the program; 
helping with scoring, time, 
lineup sheets, publicity and 
several other duties. These** 
members have been dubbed the 
Wrestlerettes and Branham 
geels. "they will help things 
tremendously. 
DEFENSIVE END Howard Miller harasses Murray quarterback 
Tom Pandolfi in last Saturday's 30-16 homecoming victory over 
the Racers. Miller and the rest of the defense harassed Pandolfi 
enough to intercept four of his passes.   Eastern will play Ten- 
nessee Tech in a crucial OVC IN Cookeville on Saturday. 
Offense, defense look impressive 
Behind the efforts of a strong 
running game and a hungry 
defensive secondary. Eastern 
moved closer to its first OVC 
championship since 1968 with a 
30-16 victory over Murray. 
Murray, which was the OVC 
coahes pick to win the con- 
ference before the season, had 
four passes picked off and gave 
up 274 yards on the ground in 
the Colonels first homecoming 
viciory since 1970. 
Everett Talbert, the OVC's 
leading rusher, ran for 130 
yards in 29 carries, while Steve 
Streight added 52 and quar- 
terback Jeff McCarthy ran for 
54, including a 21 yard touch- 
down romp in the third quarter. 
£    »■ 





Union Life has 
been the most 
accepted, most 
popular plan on 
campuses all 
over America. 





in your area: 
. SALE      SALE       SALE   | 
| Cimrsi Basuttall Sinus    Reguiariy$i2.95      SALE PRICE $8.50 I 
Eastern opened the scoring 
with a 37 yard field goal by Earl 
Cody and led 3-0 at the end of the 
first quarter. Murray's highly 
touted Don Clayton then scored 
from eight yards out to give 
Murray its only lead at 7-3. 
Cody hit another field goal and 
one minute later McCarthy hit 
Revere over the middle and the 
flanker broke free to go for 46 
yards and a touchdown. The 
play was set up by a Murray 
fumble and gave the Colonels a 
13-7 lead at the half 
By the half Clayton, who had 
been averaging over 110 yards 
per game, had only 34 and he 
gained only four more in the 
second half, giving him his 
lowest total of the year. 
The. Racers pulled back 
within three early in the third 
quarter on a 44 yard field goal 
by Steve Martin. 
Eastern came back  with  12 
straight running plays con- 
cluded by McCarthy's 21 yard 
dash on a fourth and two 
situation. He faked Talbert into 
the line and went around right 
end for Ihe tally, which made 
the score 20-10 going into the 
last quarter. 
Pandolfi,who threw for 154 
yards, drove Murray down the 
field with precision passes and 
hit Willie Deloach with a five 
yard to bring the Racers within 
four at 20-16. The conversion 
attempt for two points failed. 
Pandolfi got' the ball bade" 
drove the Racers down the field, 
hit a man wide open in the end 
zone but it bounced off him, and 
Easlen's Steve Frommeyer 
picked ii off and ran it 64 yards 
to set up a 28 yard Earl Cody 
field goal. 
Pandolfi threw two more 
interceptions, in the last I wo 
minutes, one by Anthony Miller 
which set up 13 yard scoring 
pass from Jerome KeUey to Joe 
Drennen, thai made the score 
30-16. 
Eastern travels to Tennessee 
Tech, where Murray and OVC 
co-leader Western both have 
lost thier year. Gamelime 
begins at 1:30 and will be 
carried by WEKYU349). 
Eastern is now 4-1 in the con- 
ference and 5-2 overall.  
Ut9 
ma 
Harriers end season with 
4-th place finish in OVC 
iiqo 
| Cams* Leatker lastatoll Stan Reg. $17.50 SALE PRICE $13.50 1 Soccer team 
= Tito  Socks Regularly 1.25 SALE PRICE 88e  Save 37« A Pair I   l° COmPete 
BY BILL STAPLETON 
Staff Writer 
The Eastern harriers finished 
fourth this past weekend in the 
Ohio Valley Conference 
championships held at Murray. 
ESeaaco  Baskitfcills 
% OFF 
Cnckiif  Skirts ail 
Were $11.00        Now $7.99       SAVE $3.01 
% OFF 
all  N>IM  Skirts  ni Fntkall Jerseys 
NOW $0.80 and $9.88i 
Village 
G>DegeMaster 
I in state tourney 
E This past Saturday, although 
E being shadowed by Ihe Eastern- 
= Murray game, the EKU Soccer 
E Club defeated Transylvania 
5 University by a score of 5 to 1. 
p Dcroy Wiafe-Ababio scored the 
firsl goal and George Levine 
followed    to   start    Eastern 
= towards the romp. 
E Eastern's record now stands 
s al 7-4.   On November 15th and 
z 16th the club will be heading for 
E Berea lo compete in the slate 
= tournament where Ihey plan to 




Kim     Chjrlttton 
Bob  Robert* 
Phil   Koenifitem 
623 7704 
Jim     Eptlano 
Detanna ' Punky    Firmer 
Robert  C   Storm 62\7m 
Or pepperoni. 
Or fresh green peppers. 
Canadian bacon and black olives. 
Or whatever her little heart desires. 
'II love you for it. And you'll both 
love our Pizza Hut Restaurant pizza. 
Eastern By-Pass RjjKP 
Ph. 823-2284 - . Tlllt 
.for*L.,^o£ or Campus Delivery*        ^'^'" make our pizza better 
BILL SAMPSON 
The OVC, which Eastern coach 
Art Harvey calls "one of the 
toughest in the country," was 
led by Western and its English- 
men. Following the IIilHoppers 
were East Tennessee and its 
Irishmen and Murray. 
Morehead was fifth, Ihen came 
Austin Peay, Tennessee Tech. 
and Middle Tennessee. 
"We were fortunate to be 
fourth." said Harvey. "We had 
one person recovering from 
illness and another who blacked 
oui during the race. Il was very 
hoi and humid, and it took its 
loll on all the teams." 
Eastern's highest finishes 
was Bill Sampson, from 
Ashland Kentucky, who finished 
17lh. Other placers were Bob 
Moffett. 19<h; Dan Matousch, 
27lh; Mark Yellin, 28th; and 
Tommy Smith, 34th. 
"We competed well," con- 
tinued Harvey. "It would have 
laken a super effort lo finish 
higher lhan we did. We were 
beaten by three.- of the best 
learns in the country, and 
Western is a definite favorite to 
win Ihe NCAA Championships. 
"We were very happy to beat 
Morehead," he continued. 
"They had beaten us the last 
I wo limes we had run, so we got 
great satisfaction out of beating 
'hem in Ihe conference 
championships. They have a 
fine learn though." 
•K<] 
FOREIGN  CAR 
SERVICE  CENTER 
Specializing  in  Volkswagen 
FOREIGN  CARS ft PARTS 
MAJOR   ft  MINOR  REPAIRS 
TRANSMISSION—MOTORS ft TUNE UPS 
BRAKE  SERVICE—IGNITION 
JASPER  CASTLE-Owner 
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The great OVC ripoff 
Eastern won a homecoming game. It's been 
four years since the Colonels have been able to 
come up with a homecoming win. That came 
against Murray, Eastern's opponent last 
weekend. Funny thing about that game four 
years ago. Eastern went on to the last game of 
the season with the OVC wrapped up if they only 
beat Morehead. Morehead came in to Hanger 
Field and cost the Colonels a bowl bid and a 
conference championship. 
This year could be different. Eastern first 
has Tennessee Tech to worry about. If the 
Colonels do beat ' Tech, then they have at 
least a tie for the OVC if they beat Morehead, 
who seems to one of the patsies this season. But, 
since Eastern has two losses, the chance for a 
post-season NCAA bowl bid seems slim. 
This is a shame. As far as the NCAA is con- 
cerned at this point, they are considering teams 
with only one loss. There are several schools 
which have good records, but haven't played 
anybody worth mentioning (mainly because no 
one has heard of them and they are under 
consideration. 
The OVC has excellent football, as far as 
Division II schools are concerned. All eight 
teams play a rough non-conference schedule 
and normally do well. So far, the NCAA has left 
only Western in consideration for a post-se; on 
bid. Western has to play at Western Care la 
(nationally ranked) and at Murray. Wes. rn 
has lost quarterback Dennis Tomek, so their 
chance for a bowl bid would seem slim. In 
fact, their chances of winning either of those 
games would be low. 
Volleybaliers capture  UT nieet 
The Easiern volleyball team 
romped pasl four opponents 
before clinching revenge in its 
final match at the University of 
Tennessee Invitational last 
weekend. 
Coach Geri Polvino's crew 
swept past Tennessee's No. 2 
team 15-0. 15-3: then (humped 
LT-Chatlanooga, 15-7. 15-4. 
Also falling in line were L'T- 
Martin 15-5. 15-91 and Carson- 
Newman 115-9. 15-2). 
In its final match Eastern 
mixed its strategy after losing 
!he first game 7-15. "We 
changed our timing, rhythm 
and started getting our serves 
in." said Coach Polvino "We 
changed the pace. We started 
hitting the ball over on the first 
hit instead of the third. Then we 
used a two-hit attack, then went 
back to the three hit attack." 
Eastern was behind 6-1 in the 
second game before coming 
back to win U-8.   Eastern used 
the same tactics and won the 
next game 15-8 to capture the 
match. 
Coach Polvino is very happy 
with the outcome of the mat - 
ches. "We needed these wins." 
she said. 
Eastern continues this 
weekend with a tri-match at 
Indiana and also Indiana Slate. 
The females hope to improve on 
the their season record of 16-5 
before going into the slate 
tournevai Morehead next week. 
JEFF MCCARTHY turns around the end and heads upfield on his 
21 yard touchdown scamper last Saturday against Murray. 




Football (S.3):    EKU M Murray la 
Crosscountry      EKU fourth. OVC moot 
Rlllo:     EKU eighth place, Tenn Tech In. 
Volleyball ( la-JlI   EKU dtt. UT No J (1S-0! 
EKU dtt. UTChattarwoga (tJ-7. If.«l 
EKU dlt. UT Martin I III, is 11 
EKUtflt.UTI71S.la-a. 15-11 
UPCOMING EVENTS: 
Football:    EKU at Tonn Tech. 1)0. Sat 
Swimming:    Boroa at EKU, Wed, 7:00 
Cross country      Eastern at District moat 
Rille    Tenn Tech at Eastern. Friday 
Easiern at Xavlor. ill 
Votloyball:    EKU at IU   
Rifle team looks ahead 
to busy weekend ahead 
Last weekend Eastern's 
Riflers participated in the 
Buccaneer Invitational spon 
sored by East Tennessee State. 
Eastern entered both a varsity 
and an ROTC team in the 
competition which featured 
over twenty teams. 
EKU's official standing in the 
competition is nol known at this 
time, but the team fired one of 
their best averages of the year 
in this half-course. The 
tour person Varsity team 
led by their high, 
shooter, David Skaggs, fired 
a total 2212 while ROTC finished 
with 2138 led by Eric 
Cherryholmes. 
the Walsh Invitational and a 
shoulder-to-shoulder match 
with the Xavier team. 
The UK Invitational, full- 
course match is scheduled for 
Sunday feauring teams from 
around the country as well as 
the Kentucky area. 
The team will participate in 
three major matches and in- 
vitationals this weekend 
starting with a Friday evening 
shoulder-to-shoulder compe- 
tition with Tennessee Tech. 
Saturday morning the team 
travels to Xavier University for 
Mountaineering, 
hiking club 
meets in Begley 
The mountaineering and 
hiking sports club will meet 
tonight at 630 p.m. in Begley 
156. Plans for an overnight for 
the weekend of Nov. 16 
will      be discussed All 
interested persons are cordially 
invited. Additon information 
can be obtained by calling Dave 
Isenhour. phone 1947. 
** RICHMOND DRIVE IN** 
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Buckeyes take women's IM football 
Buccaneer H?TS NOW SHOWING 
BY SAM WHITE 
Staff Writer 
Flag football for women has 
come to a conclusion. Twenty- 
two teams began a single 
elimation tourney several 
weeks ago. The semi-finals 
earlier this week matched the 
Buckeyes and C.S.S. B.'s The 
Jolley Volleys met Buckeyes in 
the finale yesterday. 
In this championship game 
Ihe Buckeyes romped to a l»-0 
win over the JVs behind the 
passing of Jan Abel. Scoring all 
three touchdowns for the 
Buckeyes was Neena Ambrose, 
who consistently was in the 
open all day. Ambrose also 
intercepted one pass that set up 
a Buckeye score. Carole 
Augustine added one extra point 
on a pass reception. 
Volleyball play in Weaver 
Gym continues to roll along. A 
pattern of strong play from 
various teams should start to 
devlop in the next week or so. 
Raquetball action features 
two singles ladder tournaments 
and a doubles tourney, with 14 
learn entries included. Par- 
ticpants should challenge once a 
week. 
Response is still needed for 
the activities of badminton and 
table tennis. Phone the 
women's IM office at 3340 or 
drop by Weaver 304. 
Men's IM's 
The volleyball wagon has hit 
the men's intramural trail. An 
exhibition game between last 
year's campus champ, Pi 
Kappa Alpha, and independenl 
winner OKNY officially launched 
this activity. 
A total of 57 squads will test 
I heir volleyball prowess until 
Dec. S, the starting date of the 
IM championship series. All 
league play will be in Alumni 
Coliseum auxliary gym. 
Last Monday's IM Pillow 
Fight contest had Ken Wart- 
schlager taking Mike Sword in 
ihe best of three jousts. 
Approaching IM deadlines 
include: Co-ed raquetball 
doubles,- Nov. 8; and faculty 
raquetball doubles Nov. IS. 
In recent raquetball singles 
action,    Guenter    Bergman 
defeated Malcolm Early for the 
independent title; Jeff Davis of 
Tenth Wave beat Danny Ousley, 
also of Tenth Wave for the 
housing prize, and Wayne 
Crabtreeof Pi Kappa Alpha was 
to play Steve Reabe of Theta 











BECOME  LEADER 
IN NUCLEAR 
ENERGY FIELD. 
Provides full scholarship for Jr. and Sr. 
years..tuition, books, educational fees. 
Plus...$100 a month living expenses. 
To qualify, you must have completed 
one semester each of calculus and 
physics, or 2 semesters of calculus, and 
have a B-average or better. 
Depending on how you do, you'll be 
interviewed during your senior year for 
the Nuclear Program and training as a 
Naval Nuclear Officer. 
If you qualify, you can anticipate 5 
years, or a lifetime career if you desire, 
as a regular Naval Officer, and a chancs 
to really be someone special. 
SEE THE NAVY INFORMATION 
TEAM   ON   CAMPUS   NOV. 11-14 
POWELL B'LDG. OR CALL TOLL 
FREE800-292-55W, ASK FOR OFFICER 
PROGRAMS. 
Th*> Tru« Story of th*> Two Cops 














The Eastern-Progress now allows you to 
advertise at our LOWEST AD RATE! 
Your ad in the Progress will be read by 
6,500 students, faculty, and staff every week, 
(or as often as you like) 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR 
STATUS AS AN OFFICIAL 
CAMPUS ORGANIZATION! 
tkSastern progress 
Call Today!   622-3106 
•• 
L'hi Iili mi Undei 12     501 Adults      75* 
THE MOST EXCITING ADVENTURE EVER FILMED 
RETURNS IN ALL ITS SPECTACULAR GRANDEUR 
Only 11 miles 
from EKU 
Campus 







5 Call or write for 
free newsletter J 
) 
METO OOiDMNVA^. must 4CAR.0 PONT! P9CL\£!CN 
DAVID LEAN'S FILM of SCRS F^ERNASS 
DOCTOR ZHtlAGO 
GERAIDINECHAPLIN JUUECHRlSTlE TDMOOUWEW 
ALECGUiNNESS SiOBhAN McKENNA RALPH RlChARDiON 
mmtki^ R0DSTE1GER MJ$H'\QnAM 
Starts Today! 
DID SPACEMEI ¥ISIT EJAKTH 
Of AICIEIT TIMES? 
I0W WE HAVE PROOF! 
An astoundingiy 
persuasive film based 
on a mind-boggling n*aw 
A fascinating film about 
EatO»«*'MuCi- >*U*-fOr^-W 
AWKW Grt"* U* • *»*C tV*W ''W*   5-S"**»\. 
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FAST FILM DEVEL0PIN6! 
PHOTO GREETING CARDS 





OFFICIAL FILM OF DISKY WOULD 
3.75 VALUE 
• 
FREE PHOTO ALBUM PAGE! 
,   ONI CIIA« VJNYL PAGI WITH IVl'BY 8 Oil OF COlOt 
FILM BROUGHT IM «0« DIVILOPINO AND MINT. NO 
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For enjoyment and knowledge 
Book exchange owner buys, sells and trades 
BY   MICHAEL B. PAVNTER 
SUff Writer 
Richard P. Rury is a business man. 
Even though his profession is a familiar 
one his product is quite different from 
whal one would expect Mr. Rury buys, 
sells, and trades enjoyment and 
knowledge. 
As the proprietor of the Richmond 
Book Exchange, located on West Irvine 
St., Richard Rury helps in his own way to 
stop inflation by cutting spending. "I 
trade iwo books for one and most times 
persons some back and trade those two 
books for two more." 
Established about 13 months ago, the 
Book Exchange has expanded from an 
early inventory of about 600 books to a 
present estimate of over 16,000. The 
books in the exchange range in price 
from two or tnree tor a quarter to a top 
price of $1.25 for volumes of exceptional 
quality. 
When asked about the varied in- 
ventory, Mr. Rury just indicated the 
large room in a sweeping motion of his 
arm and said "we have all kinds of 
books." 
Though the exchange does have all 
types of books, (mysteries, science 
fiction and more), it deals mostly in 
fiction. Included in the non-fiction 
categories are scores of medical en- 
cyclopedias, photographic magazines. 
National Geographic magazines, con- 
densed Reader's Digest novels and even 
old comic books. 
"I've one comic book collector who 
comes in often and buys a few copies. He 
takes them home and locks them up in a 
storage area. Other than this I try to 
keep most of the literature in cir- 
culation." 
Dracula, Cinderella seen 
at grill Halloween social 
Well, believe it or not folk*, the Powell 
grill was Die scene of excitement frivolity 
and fun for some 500 students last 
Wednesday night. What was the cause of 
all this? A simple old fashioned, costume 
Halloween social, that's what. 
The social, jointly sponsored by the 
Women's and Men's Interdormitory 
Boards, was complete with game boots, 
costume judging and decorations. 
Dracula was there, in gloriously living 
color, as were a very authentic cavemen, 
a green monster, Cinderella andcountless 
other imaginary figures. Some of the 
more frightening creatures seemed all 
loo real as they wandered among, and in 
some cases preyed upon, the crowd 
Whether in costume or regular jeans, 
everyone made the rounds of the game 
booths, which offered everything from 
nail driving to pie throwing. A particular 
favorite of the games, which were 
provided by various dorms, was the 
"jail" where unsuspecting persons were 
lodged until some kind soul provided the 
nickel bail. Among those who found 
themselves so incarcerated were 
Jeanette Crockett, Dean of Women, J. 
Howard Allen, Dean of Men, and 
Hayward "Skip" Daughtery, head of 
Student Activities and Organizations. 
Daughtery much to the amusement of his 
observers, also became the target for 
quite a few whipped cream pies. 
The organizers of the event were 
pleased with the results of their efforts. 
Angela Taylor, president of Women's 
Interdorm said.  "Students, interdorm 
members and administrators alike 
worked hard to make the social a suc- 
cess. I was very pleased with the large 
number of students who participated. 
This shows that it is possible to have a 
campus activity in which everyone is 
involved and also proves that there is a 
need for more student activities during 
the week." 
The Halloween social was not all fun 
and games, however. The penny and 
nickel fees charged at the game booths 
were contributed to UNICEF, an in- 
ternational charity which totaled, 
amounted to $62. 
The volume of business in the exchange 
is quite surprising. "There are about 150 
books moved through here a day so we 
handle close to 1000 each week," said Mr. 
Rury. 
The exchange works as follows; a 
person brings in some old books and can 
either trade them for other books or get 
an estimate of their worth and then 
receive that from the exchange. The 
going trade value for books according to 
Mr. Rury is two books for every one 
brought in. 
"After I got started I wanted to relocate 
on the by-pass but the rent was too much 
for me. People don't   realize 
Progress defended 
(Continued from Page 1 > 
before enactment of the Buckley 
Amendment. In essence, this amend- 
ment to a Congressional education bill 
will give student over 18 years of age 
access to records kept on them by the 
university. 
However, just what is to be involved in 
this new law will remain indefinite until 
guidelines are established by the 
Deaprtment of Health, Education and 
Welfare. Green's proposal asked that the 
administration not delete or change 
anything in student records until these 
guidelines are established 
Dr. Thomas Myers, Vice President ofr 
Student Affairs, in response to Green's 
motion.-stated "I give you my word, we 
are not going to purge the records When 
the guidelines are established, we will 
abide by the law, whatever that in- 
involves " 
that my exchange is more for their 
benefit than mine, I only bring in nickels 
anddimes and that just barely pays the 
rent." 
It seems that the present condition of 
the economy would cause a need for such 
a service as the Richmond Book 
Exchange but M. Rury points out that 
business "has been bad lately." "It 
seems people get scared and start 
watching their pennies, well if they don't 
buy I'll sure trade books with them.'" 
Students who have a few old books 
lying around might, instead of throwing 
them out. consider dropping by at 
Richard P. Rury's book exchange. He's 
the man who will trade — Iwo for one. 
(Wall)flovoer 
Could it be homework... 
perhaps a letter.. .or maybe a 
drawing that is so intriguing 
to sophomore Amy Pointer? 
An Art major from Cin- 
cinnati, Ohio, Amy wiles 
away the hour without in- 
terruption, except maybe a 
gust of wind now and then. 
Hopkins discusses governor's   lawsuit 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Ford made have been discussed in the 
legislature and in many areas there is no 
quarrel. If some had been discussed, we 
might have voted to give more money 
than he did. It is the issue that this is 
unconstitutional because the allocations 
were made by the executive branch." 
Hopkins said, "Kentucky's governor is 
too powerful, and is one of the strongest 
governors in the country. He has 
tremendous power to control legislation 
and can exert pressure on his appointed 
committee chairmen to kill many good 
bills. 
He is also the only person who can call 
a special session of the legislature, and 
only for the areas which he wants to 
discuss.   The only thing that prevents 
him from being a king is that he can't 
succeed himself." 
There are 80 Democrats and 20 
Republicans in the 1974 Ky. House of 
Representatives. Being a leader of a 
minority party, it is evident that in some 
cases the Democratic power cannot be 
challenged. Yet Hopkins sees the par- 
tisan election fading fast, and feels that 
this is a most healthy thing. Not all 
issues run along party lines, and allies on 
one issue may not stand together on 
another one. 
In speaking to a group of students 
mostly under 25, Hopkins encouraged 
people to get involved in their govern- 
ment, whether you agree with everything 
it does or not. "I know we're all sick of 
Watergate, and don't want anything to do 
with politics. Don't be apathetic, for your 
government decisions affect you. Ours is 
the best form of government I've seen. 
Support a candidate you believe in, and 
start to gel more control in the political 
process." 
Hopkins represents Fayette county and 
has an influential hand in the leadership 
of the Republican Party. He attended 
Murray, Southern Methodist University, 
and Purdue. He is a member of several 
standing committees: Education, Health 
and Welfare, Rules, and the Legislative 
Research Committee. He has been a 
member of the General Assembly for the 
last two seesions, and was named the 
Outstanding Kentucky Legislator of 1974. 
During the 1974 session Rep. Hopkins 
sponsored or co-sponsored 71 pieces of 
legislation, 49 of which were passed. 
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